SAUNA
Self-Serve ⬥ OPEN 24/7 ⬥ Ready in 15 Minutes
Detailed Instructions
IMPORTANT:
The firebox is only 16” x 9” x 9”
SPECIAL FINE-SPLIT SAUNA WOOD BUNDLES available for $10/bundle
(Good for 2 shorter saunas or 1 long sauna)
If providing your own wood:
Bring your very smallest pieces of firewood and twigs/kindling

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Scoop Ashes into Ash Bin
Fill Buckets with Water and rinse down the entire inside benches, ceiling, walls, & floor.
Use the expanding hose provided and connect to any available water spigot temporarily.
Please disconnect and return hose.
Open the Chimney Flue
Flue handle located on right side of chimney inside the sauna.
Position the handle to point vertically up-and-down.
Build the Fire
The firebox is only 16” x 9” x 9”, so filled with lots of very small dry wood is best.
Special sauna-wood bundles that are fine-split and dried are available for $10/bundle.
Once a good fire is going, the sauna will heat up within about 10-15 minutes.
Put the firebox door handle on the 2nd notch to give the fire oxygen.
You can adjust the chimney flue inside to the 1-2 o’clock position to dump more heat into the sauna as desired.
If the chimney inside becomes visibly red-hot, close the firebox door temporarily.

ENJOY!
Use the ladle to throw water on sauna rocks for steam.
Enjoy for up to 15 minutes at a time.
Cycle in and out of the sauna to warm up and cool down.
Please respect fellow guests during quiet hours Midnight - 10 am with lowered voices.
Last One? When the last sauna of the night is done >> Close the firebox door completely
and close the chimney flue (handle horizontal left-right position)
This allows burning wood to be safely extinguished.
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